C2P Los Angeles Coalition
Care & Testing Subcommittee
September 17, 2013
PPLA

Meeting Minutes
In attendance:
Co-chair: Grissel Granados
Co-chair: Lenee Richards
John Thompson – St. John’s
Paulina Zamudio (DHSP)
I.
II.

III.

IV.

V.

Martha Chono Helsley – RLA (phone)
Raenisha Brown – CHLA

Announcements and External Meeting Updates
a. October 12, 2013 PPLA is hosting a free parent conference
Update on Linkage to Care
Raenisha Brown updated the subcommittee on LTC in the county. The agencies
doing the most testing with youth are AHF and LAGLC. Raenisha works with
LAGLC to confirm linkages but not as much with AHF. It would be helpful to get
someone from AHF’s linkage program to participate in the subcommittee
meetings to get them involved. *Miguel can contact the manager for AHF’s LTC
Paulina informed the group that DHSP has several TLC+ pilot programs that they
are researching to see whether any of these approaches are effective. She will
share the results once she has more information.
TLC+ Workgroup Report back
The TLC+ Workgroup is designing a survey around barriers in linkage to care
from the perspective of both administrators and line staff.
The next LTC+ Meeting will be September 27th
SCO 127 –Blood Drive Notification
a. Grissel called the CHLA blood bank and was informed that their practice for when
someone tests positive for HIV is to get a confirmatory test and then call the person to
get them in person to deliver results. In situations where the donor is a minor, their
rights would be respected and parents would not be notified. Grissel will try to get
protocol language from CHLA blood bank
b. Lenee spoke to the Red Cross blood bank and received information on their practice as
well. They do not send a letter stating the HIV results to the donor but rather call the
person to inform them of their results. *Lenee will try to get someone from the Red
Cross to attend our next meeting to give us more information and possibly provide
language that they use in their protocols
c. Grissel will attend the next Schools subcommittee meeting to bring up this issue and
hopefully work with schools to partner with blood banks that are knowledgeable on
minor consent laws
Youth Standards of Care
a. Grissel is assigned to the Standards and Best Practices committee of the Commission.
The next committee meeting will be dedicated to reviewing the what different
standards and recommendations should look like. C&T members are invited to

VI.

VII.

participate in the meeting. Next steps will be determined once the SBP committee is
able to give more clear guidance.
Review Open SCOs
a. Open SCOs were reviewed to determine the status of activity/inactivity. Some SCOs
were identified that need follow up or to be modified or closed. Grissel will follow up
with Miguel and Milton to modify/close SCOs identified.
b. SCO 90: At the next C&T meeting we will review recommendations around Partner
Services so that we can draft a letter to Sophia before the PS policy is actually written
and completed.
Next C&T meeting: October 15, 2013
Next working group meeting: October 25, 2013

Action Items:
 Miguel can contact the manager for AHF’s LTC
 Grissel will try to get protocol language from CHLA blood bank
 Lenee will try to get someone from the Red Cross to attend our next meeting to give us more
information and possibly provide language that they use in their protocols
 Grissel will attend the next Schools subcommittee meeting to bring up this issue and hopefully
work with schools to partner with blood banks that are knowledgeable on minor consent laws
 Grissel will follow up with Miguel and Milton to modify/close SCOs identified.
 At the next C&T meeting we will review recommendations around Partner Services so that we
can draft a letter to Sophia before the PS policy is actually written and completed.

